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Abstract
The azimuthal dependence of hadrons produced in lepton scattering off a polarized hadron probes the quark transversespin distributions. In the calculation of the asymmetries, transverse momenta of quarks in the distribution and fragmentation
functions must be incorporated. In addition to the sin( 4 + 4s) asymmetry for transversely polarized hadrons, known as the
Collins effect, we find a sin( 3d, - 4~) asymmetry. Furthermore, we find a sin 24 angular dependence for longitudinally
polarized hadrons.

In hard scattering processes one has the possibility
of measuring specific matrix elements of quark and
gluon fields. In leading order they can be readily interpreted as quark and gluon densities including also
the spin (helicity and transverse spin) densities. Inclusive measurements in deep-inelastic lepton-hadron
scattering (DIS) enable the extraction of the unpolarized distribution fi (x) and one of two spin distributions, namely the helicity distribution gl (x). The
other (transverse) spin distribution hl (x), cannot be
measured in inclusive DIS because of its chiral structure. It has been suggested to measure this in DrellYan scattering [ 1] or in semi-inclusive measurements
in lepton-hadron
scattering [ 21. One of the ways in
which semi-inclusive measurements could be used involves transverse momentum dependence. In Ref. [ 31,
Collins shows how the semi-inclusive
deep-inelastic
process e + pT + e + h + X, where pt denotes a
’ Also at Physics Department, Free University, NL-1081 HV
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transversely polarized hadron (spin vector Sk), enables one to probe the quark transverse spin through
a leading asymmetry depending on the azimuthal angle of the outgoing hadron’s momentum and that of
the target hadron’s spin vector, the so-called Collins
effect. In Ref. [ 41, however, we found that terms proportional to k:(k~ . ST/M2), where k~ is the quark
transverse momentum with respect to the hadron, in
the relevant matrix element are neither forbidden by
the symmetries of QCD, nor suppressed by powers
of l/Q. In this letter we present all leading contributions that enter when transverse momentum dependence is considered, treating also the case where the
initial hadron is longitudinally polarized.
We consider the process e + H -+ e’ + h + X,
where e and C’ are the incoming and scattered leptons
(considered massless) with momenta 1 and I’, H is the
incoming hadron with momentum P (with P* = M2)
andspinvectorS(withP.S=OandS’=-l),his
the produced hadron with momentum Ph (with Pl =
ME). The cross section for this process can be written
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as a product of a leptonic and a hadronic tensor
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The interesting physics is in the hadron
which, in leading order in l/Q, is given by

da

(1)

dxg dy dz d2 Phi

xB=K’

d4kd4k’ @(k + q - k’)

2MWC”” = 2e2
s

where we consider the situation in which the transverse
momentum ?$!J~ is assumed to be of O( M2). We have
used the scalar variables

Q2

tensor

p.9

P ’ P,,

(2)

Y=p.l’

Here q = 1 - 1’ is the momentum of the exchanged
virtual photon (we will limit ourselves to electromagnetic interactions),
which is spacelike ( -q2 = Q2).
We assume that Q2 becomes large as compared to the
hadronic scale, say M2, but xn and z remain constant,
well away from their endpoints 0 and 1. It is convenient to introduce the vector Pp E P@ - (P .q/q2) qp
which is orthogonal to q, leading to the timelike unit
vector P z 2xn p@/Q (with i2 = 1). Together with
the spacelike unit vector 4’” 3 qp/Q (with G2 = -l),
we can define tensors in the space orthogonal to P and

xTr[@(k)yl*A(k’)y”].

(7)

We consider for the moment only the quark contribution for one flavor. Furthermore we limit ourselves
to the symmetric part because the unpolarized lepton
tensor is symmetric. One has on the distribution side
(involving the target hadron) [ 51
@ap(k) =

x

d4x

J

eik.*

(23-j4

(P~l~~(o>o(o,x>~~(~~lP~),

while on the fragmentation
duced hadron) [6]
A,p( k’) = c
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pqo = -

Q2

Epvp=Ppqp
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Azimuthal angles will be fixed with respect to the
lepton scattering plane. The x-axis is derived from the
lepton momentum which can be written as

with I: = - I: = Q2( 1 - y) /y”. We define the unit
vector in the x-direction to be ?fi E l/;/111). The
(unpolarized)
lepton tensor Lp” = 21pl” + 21”l’fi can
be
written
as
Q2f”
Lc”’ =

f$,_;

(1 - y +

iy’)

$1”

In the first equation a color-summation
is understood,
in the second a color-average. A link operator G( 0, X)
= Pexp [-ig Jo” dspA,( s)] is inserted to make the
definitions color gauge-invariant. With an appropriate
choice of the path structure in the link operator used
in the above definitions and an appropriate choice of
gauge, the above expression for the hadronic tensor
VV“ corresponds to the Born graph in a diagrammatic
expansion [ 41.
In order to analyse the hadronic tensor it is convenient to work in a frame in which the hadrons H
and h are collinear (see also [ 71). We can define the
rank-two tensors
fl

= gpy - nyn:

w
ET

=

ElLV
@pT

- n:n!,

n”_ ,

using the null vectors, defined implicitly
+ (1 - y)

(23” -t-&gy)

+(l-Y)f(l-iy)

p=-

(nV+a”P)

Q
XBJZ

+(l

-Y)?V,].

The four tensor structures are mutually

(10)

n+ +

(11)

by

(12)
eJzn-’

(6)
orthogonal.

ph=++z;$+.

(13)
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satisfying n+ ’ II_ = 1. In analogy to the Drell-Yan
process [ 41, we define a ‘transverse’ vector as a: E
gay, having only transverse components ar in the
above-mentioned collinear frames. Note that in general the photon momentum q has non-zero transverse
components qr. Also, the hadron spin vector is decomposed according to

s=*en
xBM&

43M

+-

AQfi

n- + ST,

(14)

with A the helicity and ST the transverse spin, satisfyingh2+$=-S*=l.
A ‘perpendicular’ vector we define as a:
E
(aT
. qT/Q2)qp. These have only
1
TV = a: $““a
two non-zero components al in the frames where
the hadron and the virtual photon are collinear. So
in general the outgoing hadron has non-zero Phi,
specifically, Phi x -zq,. The use of ‘M’ means ‘up
to corrections of (relative) order l/Q*‘. The target
hadron has neither T- nor I-components. In short, a
transverse tensor is perpendicular to both P and Ph,
whereas a perpendicular tensor is perpendicular to
both P and q. The two types are connected by boosts
oforder ]%]/Q, so that at leading order they may be
freely interchanged. Only at c3( l/Q) the differences
become important [ 81.
After this kinematical intermezzo, we return to
the calculation of the hadronic tensor (7). Assuming quark momenta in hadrons to be limited, i.e., in
the expressions for CDand A the quantities k*, k f P,
k’*, and k’ +Ph, are of hadronic scale, one infers that
k+ > k’+ and k- < k’-, so that
@(k+q-k’)
x6*(kT--;-qT)r

~6(k++q+)6(q--k’-)
(15)

such that kf/P+ x -4+/P+ z Xg and P;/k’z
PJqM z. Another consequence of Eq. ( 15) is
that one becomes sensitive to the integrals s dk-@ (k)
and J dk’+ A (k') . Only specific Dirac projections will
contribute in leading order. For the distributions we
need the matrix elements (i = 1,2)

t /dk-Tr

[ia’+yscD(k)] = ktr(X,k$)$.

hfi.(X9
kc)A+ hj$(X,Ii+)2

g

kT * ST

M

I

M’
(17)

where x = kf /Pi
x xB. Performing the kTintegration, only the distribution functions fr (x, k;)
and h(x, k:) = hIT(x, kg) +(k~/Ztf*) hff(x, kc),
contribute to the distributions ft (x) and hr (x), respectively.
Similarly, the leading parts for the (fragmentation)
matrix elements in Eq. (9) for the case that one sums
over the polarization of the produced hadron are (i, j =
192)
&/dk”Tr
&

s

[r-A(k’)]

dk’+ Tr [i&

ys

= Dl(z,z*kF),

(18)

A( k’)]

&k’,
=

-$$-+(z.z*k:),

(19)

is the longitudinal momentum
where z = P;/kfraction of the produced hadron, and pr = -z kb is its
transverse momentum with respect to the fragmenting quark. The normalization of Dt is given by the
momentum sum rule Ch Ji dz J d*p, zD1 (z, &) =
1. Hermiticity and parity invariance have been used
in deriving the above (real) parametrizations. Interestingly, a structure corresponding to Hf in the
distribution part will be excluded because of timereversal invariance. The fragmentation functions are
not invariant under the time-reversal operation because the states ]Ph, X) are out-states. That Hf can
well be nonzero in QCD has been made plausible in
Refs. [ 3,9] by applying simple models. The function
also appears in the cross section for scattering of
polarized leptons off unpolarized hadrons, but in that
case it is suppressed by a factor 1/Q [ 101. Note that
we use somewhat different functions as in Ref. [ 31,
the connection being zD1 (z, z*kF) = b( z, kg) and
E$kt zHf(z, z’kF)/Mh = Ab(z, k&,er), where &?r
is a unit vector in the i-direction.
By means of Fierz transformation of the two ymatrices in Rq. (7), one finds that the projection D1
in ( 18) selects from the distribution side the function
fl (called p in Ref. [ 31). On the other hand, Hf
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comes with the matrix element in Eq. (17). In the
parametrization of this matrix element three functions
come in. In Ref. 131 only the function htr (called
fr) was considered. We will consider here the additional function hfr for transversely polarized hadrons
and hfL for longitudinally polarized hadrons. The rest
of the calculation is a matter of inserting the above
parametrizations into the (Fierz transformed) trace in
Eq. (7). The result is
d*krd2pr S2 ( pT + z kT + z qT)

2M Wr”” = 2e2
s

f&J:)
h-(X,

zDdz,p:)r-&"I
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Ce:/ d2krd2pT a2 (pr + z kr + z qr)

Z[.fDl =
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x fn(xn, k;P’(z&
x

e;

ES
a
X Da

d2kr f(l(Xnt k;)

(Z, (Phi

zkT>*),

-

(22)

where the use of transverse two-vectors is most appropriate because of the definitions of the fragmentation
functions. For the second line we used qT M - P,,l/z.
The structure functions now read
MWT=ZI[~IDII,

(23)

6) H;(z,p;)

)

Mh

(24)

I
MVT =--I

K

4(kTdi)2(pT*h)

-2(k&Z)(kT.pT)

(25)

Iv
4)

MVL
i’

-+p&&

.

(26)

h I

where {,u V} indicates symmetrization of the indices.
The way to project the Lorentz indices of the convolution variables kr and pi on external momenta was
discussed in Appendix A of Ref. [ 41 for the Drell-Yan
process. The resulting leading-order hadronic tensor is
most conveniently expressed in terms of four structure
functions constructed from the perpendicular vectors
and tensors defined earlier,

Note that in MT precisely the combination hl = hlT +
( kg/2M2) hh appears. The dot products can easily be
converted into squares kg, p& and &_, using the delta
function in the convolution integrals. So the structure
functions depend on the variables xn, z, and Pi,.
Finally, the leading-order cross section is obtained by
contracting Eq. (21) with the leptonic tensor, Eq. (6).

wpc””= -WT<

dnn dy dz d2P/,J_

-UT

x

[S$ypfp - (EP;SLph&y]

+

VT[(if

Sl)

+ (EYSI,K,)

tuTIsTI

= s[wr(l

-y+

;y”)

(1 - y) sin(d)t 4s)

t VTISTl (1 - y) sin(34 - 4s)

R{L”e”I)Pip

+VLA(I

(2iz’lP + g”l”>]

_ VL A j&YPK P’

do

(21)

where R = &/I&
1. We define the convolution
product (reinstating the sum over quark and antiquark
flavors)

-y)sin2+],

(27)

where cos 4 = -P . h and sin Q, = e~,yZ,~,, and likewise for the azimuth of the spin vector, /S_L1 cos Cps =
-P . S_L and ISJJ sin 4s = ~yvft~.Sl~ and we used
(SIJ x I&I. Our analysis shows that the sin( 4 +
Cps) asymmetry in the process e + pT + e + h +
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X, found in Ref. [ 31 probes the transverse spin distribution hl (x, k:), which upon integration over k~
gives hl (x) . One must be aware, however, of an additional sin( 34 - q5~) azimuthal dependence for transversely polarized hadrons. The corresponding structure function, VT, probes the new distribution function hllT(x, kc).For longitudinally polarized hadrons
there is a sin 24 asymmetry multiplying the structure
function VL, which probes the distribution function
hfL( x, kc).These three distribution functions determine the transverse spin density in a polarized hadron
including the dependence on quark transverse momenta as given in Eq. ( 17). They are all convoluted
with the same fragmentation function Hf (z,&) .
Although the structure functions contain complicated convolutions in transverse momentum space,
they simplify considerably if one assumes a Gaussian
transverse momentum dependence. That is,
f(x, k?) = f(x, 0) exp( -&kc),
D(z,&>

(28)

= D(z,O) exp(-R$k*)

= D(z,O) exp(--Z&+/z*),
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where the convolutions have the same simple form
as in Eq. (30). Note that we considered only two
transverse radii, one for the target and one for the
measured hadron, but not one for every distribution
separately.
On completion of this work, we became aware of
Ref. [ 111 treating semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering in a similar fashion. The author finds similar
asymmetries in addition to the sin( 4 + 4s) asymmetry. He assumes Gaussian kT-behavior for the distribution and fragmentation functions throughout the paper.
Our expressions for the structure functions, Eqs. (23) (26)) are valid for any kT-dependence.
We acknowledge discussions with J.C. Collins. This
work is part of the research program of the foundation for Fundamental Research of Matter (FOM)
and the National Organization for Scientific Research
(NWO).
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